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Ocean Plastic Pollution - a Problem at a Distance?
• geographically & in people’s minds
• “blindness” and/or carelessness for local pollution
• media as source of information about the global issue
➡

knowledge gaps + many questions

➡

emotional barrier between magazine/screen &
the person

➡

action encouraged?

Our Goals

•

EDUCATE & INSPIRE

•

CREATE SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY
FOR OUR PLANET

•

INITIATE ACTION

My Approach
Lectures and exhibitions
for students and adults

Citizen science projects
with students

Scientific tour guidance

My Approach

Lectures for students and adults

My Approach

Citizen science projects with students

• supervising citizen science projects initiated by German Federal
Ministry of Education and Research

• students collecting and categorizing micro- and macro plastic
samples at a local river

• results sent to the Kiel Science Factory

My Approach

Scientific tour guidance

• in Arctic and Antarctic regions & Galápagos Islands
• tourists spontaneously start collecting washed up trash
• … ask to hear my lecture to get more information
• … express their commitment

Feedback
Do you find it diﬃcult to
avoid plastic in everyday life?
Yes, because
almost everything is
packed in plastic.
Yes, because
alternatives are
expensive

How do you take responsibility?
I pick up plastic waste I find in nature. I try not to
buy plastic bottles and use textile shopping bags.
Besides, I inform other people about the problem and
try to use or buy as little plastic as possible, which is
often very difficult.

I recycle

I try to avoid
single-use plastic

What would you like
to know more about?
What else can I do
to fight the problem?
I would like to know more
about the effects on health in
humans and animals.
Which solutions are
there to remove plastic
from the oceans?
How could we in our local
area contribute to reduce the
amount of micro- and macroplastic
in the oceans without changing our
lifestyle remarkably.

No
23 %
Yes
77 %

15 - 17 years old, 60 students

Feedback
Do you try to avoid
plastic since you
heard the lecture?
No
15 %
Sometimes
65 %

Yes
20 %

Do you feel motivated for further activities?
How would you like to get involved?

Yes! I would
like to volunteer
in an NGO.
No, because I'm afraid
that I would do something
wrong. Otherwise yes, because
animals must be protected.

Yes, I feel motivated. I would like to see
how the Earth looks like in 1,000 years and if
there will still be animals like whales, eels and
dolphins.

I do feel motivated
but I’m still a child.
I would like to
help the animals.

I would like to
draw more people's
attention to it.

What would you like
to know more about?
How can we stop it? How can
we prevent animals from dying and
the Earth from being destroyed?
I want to know what can be done to
stop people from throwing garbage into the
ocean. Because the animals are very
aﬀected. I want them to live!!!!

I want to know if there will
still be life in the oceans in a
few years.
How does plastic
debris affect our
world in the future?
How can the
animals be rescued?

12 - 14 years old, 91 students

Eﬀective Messaging

•

communicating facts including authentic documents

•

highlighting the importance of the oceans

•

presenting encouraging pictures mirroring the beauty and value of marine life

•

leading people to accept their responsibility for our planet

•

giving feasible examples of how to reduce one’s plastic footprint step by step

Follow-ups & Outlook

•

building long-lasting relationships with schools, institutions, organizations

•

expanding actions towards involving students more intensively: students as ambassadors

•

implementing media campaigns to reach a wider public

We need to reach EVERYONE!

THANK YOU!!

